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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday:
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Well, we have a couple of very good things coming up here that open opportunities as we
get through this time period: Chiron going direct probably most important for world servers and
healers. It does so in Psychic Pisces. Then more notably I think, on a global scale, will be Mercury
moving into Capricorn and affecting communication, communication styles.

I see two things kind of double-edged swords there: things getting more combative but also more
things getting communicated swiftly. So probably going to see more crude communication coming
forth just from that concept.
As we get into next week, we get Venus moving into Aquarius, again looking positive for feminine
movement, humanitarian effort, things affect animals’ welfare and children’s welfare and so forth.
So I think the thing to watch out for most would be observe what happens with communication.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
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